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Ben-Menahem, Ari. Historical Encyclopedia of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, 6
vols, Berlin: Springer, 2009, xxvii+5986 pp. This six-volume encyclopedia of natural and
mathematical sciences spans the time from the big bang to our days, focusing on the history
of sciences. See the review by Thomas Sonar in Zentralblatt MATH 1175.01001. (LM)
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Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 725Burdick, Bruce Stanley. Mathematical Works Printed in the Americas, 1554–1700 (Johns
Hopkins Studies in the History of Mathematics), Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2009, xii+375 pp. Part I of this book describes 39 mathematical works, excluding
almanacs, and Part II comprises 220 almanacs, ephemerides and lunarios from Mexico,
Peru, Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania. Along with descriptions and commen-
tary, there are numerous illustrations. See the reviews by Doru Stefa˘nescu in Mathematical
Reviews 2483636 (2010e:01002), and Andrew Perry in Historia Mathematica 37 (2) (2010),
308–309. (DJM) #37.4.2
Cook, Mariana. Mathematicians: An Outer View of the Inner World. Portraits by Mari-
ana Cook. With an introduction by Robert Clifford Gunning and an afterword by Brandon
Fradd. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009, 200 pp. A collection of 92 portraits
of mathematicians by photographer Mariana Cook together with brief profiles of each per-
son. See the review by E.J. Barbeau in Mathematical Reviews 2542778 (2010f:01010).
(DJM) #37.4.3
Cooke, Roger. Life on the mathematical frontier: Legendary figures and their adven-
tures. Notices of the American Mathematical Society 57 (4) (2010), 464–475. An exploration
of some of the legends in the history of mathematics and disquisition on the role of folklore
in shaping perceptions of the field. (DJM) #37.4.4
Dahan-Dalmédico, Amy; and Peiffer, Jeanne. History of Mathematics. Highways and
Byways. Translated from the French by Sanford Segal. Washington, DC: The Mathemat-
ical Association of America, 2010, xi+330 pp. This book gives an account of the history of
mathematics in eight chapters from Babylonian and Egyptian mathematics to modern
times. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt MATH 1184.01004. (LM)
#37.4.5
De Cruz, Helen. An enhanced argument for innate elementary geometric knowledge and
its philosophical implications, in #37.4.19, pp. 185–206. #37.4.6
Edwards, A.W.F. Erroneous Euler and Venn Diagrams. The Mathematical Intelligencer
31 (2) (2009), 2–4. The author identifies three errors: one by John Venn in 1881, subse-
quently corrected in the second edition (1894) of his Symbolic Logic; one by Leonhard
Euler, later corrected in the 1960 edition of his work; and one by Charles S. Peirce, cor-
rected by Edwards in his 2004 book. The first two erroneous diagrams are depicted with
the corrected versions, and the corrected version of Peirce’s diagram is given. (FA)
#37.4.7
Graham, Ronald. See #37.4.16.
van Haandel, Maris; and Heckman, Gert. Teaching the Kepler laws for freshmen. The
Mathematical Intelligencer 31 (2) (2009), 40–44. The authors assert that their proofs of
Kepler’s three laws of planetary motion are the most basic and well-motivated compared
to Newton’s in the Principia and to one provided by Feynman in his “Lost Lecture”, which
goes back to Möbius from 1843. Also discussed are a proof of the first law by J. Hermann
and J. Bernoulli from 1710, and a proof using the Runge–Lenz vector that can be traced
back to Lagrange from 1781. (FA) #37.4.8
Heckman, Gert. See #37.4.8.
726 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751Heeffer, Albrecht. On the nature and origin of algebraic symbolism, in #37.4.19, pp. 1–27.
The author critiques Nesselmann’s tripartite division of rhetorical, syncopated and symbolic
stages in the development of algebra and suggests a replacement in terms of non-symbolic,
proto-symbolic and symbolic algebra. (DJM) #37.4.9
Parker, Matthew. Philosophical method and Galileo’s paradox of infinity, in #37.4.19,
pp. 76–113. #37.4.10
Peiffer, Jeanne. See #37.4.5.
Pesic, Peter. See #37.4.20.
Pierrehumbert, Anna. See #37.4.14.
Reck, Erich H. Dedekind, structural reasoning, and mathematical understanding, in
#37.4.19, pp. 150–173. #37.4.11
Robson, Eleanor; and Stedall, Jacqueline, eds. The Oxford Handbook of the History of
Mathematics, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009, vii+918 pp. This handbook of the his-
tory of mathematics consists of three main parts—“Geographies and Cultures”, “People
and Practices”, and “Interactions and Interpretations”—each divided into three chapters
containing individual essays ranging from the tradition of Egyptian mathematics to the
history of Bourbaki’s “Éléments de mathématique”. See the reviews by Thomas Sonar in
Zentralblatt MATH 1175.01002, and Hardy Grant in Historia Mathematica 37 (1)
(2010), 112–118. (LM) #37.4.12
Schreiber, P. See #37.4.13.
Scriba, C.J.; and Schreiber, P. 5000 Jahre Geometrie. Geschichte, Kulturen, Menschen
[5000 Years of Geometry. History, Cultures, People], Berlin: Springer, 2010, xiii+631 pp.
The third edition of this work (whose previous editions were reviewed in Zentralblatt
MATH 0979.01001 and Zentralblatt MATH 1064.01004) contains some additional material
on archaeoastronomy and some new illustrations. See the review by Gregor Nickel in Zen-
tralblatt MATH 1177.01004. (KP) #37.4.13
Segal, Sanford. See #37.4.5.
Sesiano, Jacques. An Introduction to the History of Algebra. Solving Equations from Mes-
opotamian Times to the Renaissance (Mathematical World 27). Translated from the French
by Anna Pierrehumbert. Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 2009, viii+174
pp. The five chapters of the work are devoted to algebra methods in Old-Babylonian,
Hellenistic, Islamic, medieval European, and Renaissance European cultures, and the suc-
cessive expansions of solution methods and the number system. Some excerpts from origi-
nal-language source texts are presented and explained in the appendices. See the review by
W. Kaunzner in Zentralblatt MATH 1182.01002. (KP) #37.4.14
Sonar, Thomas. Die Entwicklung der Ballistik von Aristoteles bis Euler [Development
of ballistics from Aristotle to Euler]. Abhandlungen der Braunschweigischen Wissenschaftli-
chen Gesellschaft 59 (2008), 203–230. This paper gives an overview of the history of ballis-
tics, including the problems of determining the trajectory of a thrown object and
considering the influence of air resistance. The author starts in the classical period with
Aristotle, goes through the medieval work of Buridan, Oresme, Albert of Saxony, and
Nicolaus of Cusa, then discusses the Renaissance figures of Galileo, Cardano, and
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 727Tartaglia, and ends with Benjamin Robins and Euler. See the review by Silke Göbel in
Zentralblatt MATH 1177.01022. (LD) #37.4.15
Spencer, Joel; and Graham, Ronald. The elementary proof of the Prime Number Theo-
rem. The Mathematical Intelligencer 31 (3) (2009), 18–23. The authors present an account
written by Ernst G. Straus (1922–1983) of the controversy between Paul Erdös and Atle Sel-
berg over the elementary proof, found in 1948, of the theorem pðnÞ  n= lnðnÞ, where pðnÞ
denotes the number of primes p 6 n. Each of the authors had a long and profound relation-
ship with Erdös and each has an Erdös number of 1. HermannWeyl’s role in the controversy
is highlighted. Straus’s original “A Note on the Controversy” is appended. (FA)
#37.4.16
Stedall, Jacqueline. See #37.4.12.
Triclot, Mathieu. Information et entropie. Un double jeu avec les probabilités [Informa-
tion and entropy. A double game with probabilities]. Electronic Journal for History of Prob-
ability and Statistics/Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 3 (2)
(2007), Article 5, 24 pp., electronic only. This article compares two versions of the analogy
between information and entropy in the work of Wiener and Brillouin. (LM) #37.4.17
Van Brummelen, Glen. Filling in the short blanks: Musings on bringing the historiog-
raphy of mathematics to the classroom. British Society for the History of Mathematics Bul-
letin 25 (1) (2010), 2–9. This article discusses questions related to bringing the
historiography of mathematics to the classroom. (LM) #37.4.18
Van Kerkhove, Bart, ed. New Perspectives on Mathematical Practices. Essays in Philos-
ophy and History of Mathematics. Papers from the 2nd Perspectives on Mathematical Prac-
tices Conference (PMP2007) held at the Free University of Brussels, Brussels, March 26–28,
2007. Hackensack, NJ: World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd., 2009, xii+235 pp. Proceed-
ings from a conference in Brussels in 2007 on the relations between philosophy and history
of mathematics. The papers are listed or abstracted separately as: #37.4.6; #37.4.9; #37.4.10;
#37.4.11; #37.4.52; #37.4.59; #37.4.109; #37.4.110; #37.4.127; #37.4.141; and #37.4.169.
(DJM) #37.4.19
Weyl, Hermann. Mind and Nature. Selected Writings on Philosophy, Mathematics, and
Physics. Edited and with an Introduction by Peter Pesic. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2009, vi+261 pp. This book is a collection of some of Hermann Weyl’s
more general works on philosophy, mathematics and physics. As well as the previously-
published series of lectures The Open World (1932) and Mind and Nature (1934) the book
includes a number of unpublished or untranslated works such as letters between Weyl and
Einstein and a series of philosophical essays written by Weyl towards the end of his life.
(DJM) #37.4.20
See also #37.4.36; and #37.4.40.Mesopotamia
Proust, Christine. Les listes et tables métrologiques, entre mathématiques et lexicogra-
phie [Metrological lists and tables, between mathematics and lexicography], in: Biggs,
728 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751Robert; Myers, Jenny; and Roth, Martha, eds. Proceedings of the 51st Rencontre Assyrio-
logique Internationale held at the University of Chicago, July 18–22, 2005 (Ancient Oriental
Civilization 62) (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2008), pp.
137–153. Proust explains the content, form and pedagogical usage of Old Babylonian me-
trological lists and tables from Nippur. A list records quantities in ascending order for
capacities, weights, areas or lengths; a table includes the same information but also conver-
sions into sexagesimal multiples of a base unit. (DJM) #37.4.21
Rochberg, Francesca. Conditionals, inference, and possibility in ancient Mesopotamian
science. Science in Context 22 (1) (2009), 5–25. Rochberg argues that the epistemology of
Babylonian omen literature revolves around conceivability of events rather than physical
actuality. (DJM) #37.4.22
Wilson, Mark. Education in the Earliest Schools. Cuneiform Manuscripts in the Cotsen
Collection, Los Angeles: Cotsen Occasional Press, 2008, x+282 pp. Publication of the
cuneiform tablets held in the Cotsen Collection. The volume is richly illustrated and includes
a long essay by the author detailing our current understanding of education inMesopotamia
(cheifly in the Old Babylonian period) as well as giving a catalog of all the tablets, among
which are some two dozen or more mathematical texts. (DJM) #37.4.23India
Chandramouli, A.B.; and Kansal, Ashutosh. Brahmagupta and rational solution of
equations of square nature. The Mathematics Education 40 (2) (2006), 118. Describes the
work of the 7th-century Indian mathematician Brahmagupta on solving second-degree
indeterminate equations or “square-nature” problems. (KP) #37.4.24
Jha, G.S. See #37.4.27.
Kansal, Ashutosh. See #37.4.24.
Kichenassamy, Satyanad. Brahmagupta’s derivation of the area of a cyclic quadrilateral.
Historia Mathematica 37 (1) (2010), 28–61. The author argues that a sequence of proposi-
tions (XII 21–27) of Brahmagupta’s Bra¯hmasphu
_
tasiddha¯nta form a coherent whole leading
up to the derivation of the area of a cyclic quadrilateral in terms of its sides. Viewing the
sequence as a whole improves interpretations of Brahmagupta’s terminology. (DJM)
#37.4.25




tha Siddha¯nta. Ganita 58 (2) (2007), 107–125.
Explores the use of algebra techniques in an early first-millennium CE Sanskrit astronom-
ical treatise, and their implications for the contemporary development of Indian mathe-
matical knowledge. (KP) #37.4.26
Singh, Sachchidanand; and Jha, G.S. Lagrange’s equation NX 2 þ 1 ¼ Y 2 and Bhaskara-
carya. The Mathematics Education 40 (2) (2006), 144–146. Explores the differences between
Lagrange’s and earlier Indian approaches in the work of Brahmagupta and Bha¯skara II to
solving second-degree indeterminate equations. (KP) #37.4.27
See also #37.4.40.
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Chemla, Karine. See #37.4.34.
Chen, Jiang-Ping Jeff. The evolution of transformation media in spherical trigonometry
in 17th- and 18th-century China, and its relation to “Western learning”. Historia Mathem-
atica 37 (1) (2010), 62–109. The transformations of the title concern the reductions of prob-
lems in spherical geometry to ones in plane geometry that could be solved by similar
triangles. Taking a close look at the works of Mei Wending (1633–1721) and Dai Zhen
(1724–1777), the author traces the connections between their choices of transformation
media and exposure to Western mathematical techniques. (DJM) #37.4.28
Deng, Kehui. A further study on Hushigeyuan Shu in Shoushi calendar [in Chinese].
Studies in the History of Natural Sciences 26 (2) (2007), 155–164. Explores and analyzes
transformations of celestial coordinates in Chinese astronomy, particularly in the Shoushi
calendar codified in the 13th century, and compares them to coordinate transformations in
Ptolemaic and modern astronomy. (KP) #37.4.29
Deng, Kehui. See #37.4.41.
Feng, Lisheng. See #37.4.33.
Gao, Hong Cheng. Study on the integral problem about quadratric curves by Luanxiang
Xia: Discussing the early comprehension of calculus by traditional Chinese mathematicians
[in Chinese]. Studies in the History of Natural Sciences 28 (1) (2009), 24–37. Compares some
traditional Chinese mathematics concepts to newly introduced calculus methods in the
approach of the 19th-century mathematician Xia Luanxiang to computing integrals. (KP)
#37.4.30
Guo, Shuchun. See #37.4.34.
Hsiao, Kuo-Hung. See #37.4.37.
Ning, Xiaoyu. The Lunar theories in Xinfa Suanshu [in Chinese]. Studies in the History of
Natural Sciences 26 (3) (2007), 352–362. Describes the European development and Chinese
adaptation of the Copernican and Tychonic lunar theories expounded according to Jesuit
instructors in the 17th-century Xinfa Suanshu. (KP) #37.4.31
Qu, Anjing. See #37.4.32.
Tang, Quan; and Qu, Anjing. A study on parallax theory in ancient China with Shicha
algorithm as an example [in Chinese]. Studies in the History of Natural Sciences 26 (2)
(2007), 125–154. The “Shicha algorithm” in Chinese eclipse theory is a much-debated rule
for computing the difference between true syzygy and mid-eclipse. The present paper ana-
lyzes its history and argues that it relates to computing solar eclipse magnitude. (KP)
#37.4.32
Tong, Qingjun; and Feng, Lisheng. Discussion on Mei Wending’s Zhong Xi Suan Xue
Tong [in Chinese]. Journal of Inner Mongolia Normal University. Natural Science Edition
36 (6) (2007), 716–720, 727. The well-known 17th-century mathematician Mei Wending
wrote extensively on Chinese and Western mathematics; his ideas and works, particularly
the Zhongxi, are described. (KP) #37.4.33
730 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751Volkov, Alexei. Commentaries upon commentaries: The translation of the Jiu zhang
suan shu by Karine Chemla and Guo Shuchun. Historia Mathematica 37 (2) (2010), 281–
301. An extensive essay review of Chemla, Karine; and Guo, Shuchun, Les neuf chapitres:
le classique mathématique de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires [The Nine Chapters:
The Mathematical Classic of Ancient China and Its Commentaries], Paris: Dunod, 2004,
xviii+1117 pp. The paper includes background, comparison with other translations and edi-
tions, and exploration of some of the difficulties faced by the editors in dealing with the
fragmentary and corrupt text. (DJM) #37.4.34
Wang, Yixun. Calculation of the Shangyuan Jinian Elapsed-Year-since-Grand-Epoch of
the Kaixi Calendar [in Chinese]. Acta Astronomica Sinica 48 (1) (2007), 93–105. Recon-
structs the calculations used in the 13th-century Kaixi calendar in Chinese astronomy
for synchronizing various cycles initiated by a given epoch. (KP) #37.4.35
Xu, Zelin. Nationalism and East Asian mathematics historiography [in Chinese]. Studies
in the History of Natural Sciences 26 (1) (2007), 12–29. Argues for a pan-East-Asian
approach to the history of mathematics in East Asian countries, to avoid distortions intro-
duced by nationalist historiographies. (KP) #37.4.36
Yan, Hong-Sen; and Hsiao, Kuo-Hung. Reconstruction design of the lost seismoscope
of ancient China. Mechanism and Machine Theory 42 (12) (2007), 1601–1617. Proposes var-
ious possible designs for the seismoscope or seismometer invented by Zhang Heng in 2nd-
century CE China, based on design requirements recoverable from the extant literature.
(KP) #37.4.37
Yan, Hong-Sen. Reconstruction Designs of Lost Ancient Chinese Machinery (History of
Mechanism and Machine Science 3), Berlin: Springer, 2007, xii+308 pp. Presents a
methodology for ancient machine design reconstruction and illustrates it with specific
examples of reconstructed mechanisms including the seismoscope of Zhang Heng (2nd
century) and the clockwork escapement regulator of Su Song (11th century). See the review
by J.-C. Martzloff in Zentralblatt MATH 1181.01009. (KP) #37.4.38
Yang, Nan. The researches and applications of continued fraction by late Qing mathe-
maticians [in Chinese]. Journal of Guangxi University for Nationalities. Natural Science Edi-
tion 14 (2) (2008), 37–42, 46. Discusses mainly three Chinese mathematics books from the
late Qing dynasty (18th–19th century) treating continued fractions, a topic recently intro-
duced to Chinese mathematics. (KP) #37.4.39
Yau, Shing-Tung. The past, present and future of mathematics in China and India. The
Mathematics Student 76 (1–4) (2007), 103–128. Very broadly surveys the history of mathe-
matics and its current developments, primarily in the context of Chinese and Indian mathe-
matics, with extensive lists of names of contributors to mathematical knowledge in these
traditions. See the review by J.-C. Martzloff in Zentralblatt MATH 1182.01005. (KP)
#37.4.40
Zhang, Aiying; and Deng, Kehui. Spread and development of Giacomo Rho’s Rabdoligy
(sic) in China [in Chinese]. Journal of Inner Mongolia Normal University. Natural Science
Edition 36 (6) (2007), 672–676. Analyzes the introduction and assimilation in Chinese math-
ematics of Giacomo Rho’s 17th-century Chinese translation of Napier’s Rabdology
explaining computation with the rod devices called “Napier’s bones”. (KP) #37.4.41
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Guergour, Youcef. Le cinquième postulat des parallèles chez Al-Mu‘taman Ibn Hud,
Roi de Saragosse (1081–1085) [The fifth postulate of parallels by Al-Mu‘taman Ibn Hud,
King of Zaragoza (1081–1085)]. LLULL 32 (69) (2009), 59–72. Examines the contributions
of the 11th-century ruler of Zaragoza, Ibn Hud, to the attempted proof of the parallel postu-
late, as well as the historical background of the problem. (Zentralblatt MATH 1184.01010
contains a short review in French that is attributed to the article author.) (KP) #37.4.42
Hogendijk, Jan. Arabic astrology and Western European mathematics [in Dutch]. Nieuw
Archief voor Wiskunde (5) 10 (3) (2009), 191–196. The author discusses the transmission of
Euclid’s work to medieval Europe via translations from the Arabic made by Adelard of
Bath, Robert of Chester, and Gerard of Cremona. See the review by Benno van Dalen in
Zentralblatt MATH 1178.01005. (LD) #37.4.43
Houzel, Christian. The new astronomy of Ibn al-Haytham. Arabic Sciences and Philoso-
phy 19 (1) (2009), 1–41. The author describes Ibn al-Haytham’s kinematic approach to the
movement of wandering stars, leading up to his proof that such an object reaches its maxi-
mum height above the horizon only once, but all other heights twice. (DJM) #37.4.44
Schwartz, Kathryn A. Charting Arabic cryptology’s evolution. Cryptologia 33 (4) (2009),
297–304. The author gives an overview of the history of cryptography in Islamic mathemat-
ics, including the work of al-Kindı. See the review by Benno van Dalen in Zentralblatt
MATH 1177.01008. (LD) #37.4.45
See also #37.4.173; and #37.4.175.Other non-Western
Chemillier, Marc. Mathématiques de tradition orale [Orally transmitted mathematics].
Mathématiques et Sciences Humaines. Mathematics and Social Sciences 178 (2007), 11–40.
This article discusses ethnomathematics focusing on visual arts, music, and divination. In
particular, it shows the results of fieldwork done in Madagascar where mathematical men-
tal representations of native people have been discovered. (LM) #37.4.46
Cooper, Leon. A new interpretation of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papy-
rus. Historia Mathematica 37 (1) (2010), 11–27. The particular object being measured in
Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus has been much-discussed. Here, the
author proposes that it refers to a grain container of a standard size so that some param-
eters would not need to be specified. (DJM) #37.4.47
Magli, Giulio. Mathematics, astronomy and sacred landscape in the Inka heartland.
Nexus Network Journal 7 (2) (2005), 22–32. Proposes possible connections among strands
of thought in record-keeping, cosmology, and sacred geography in the Inca empire of
mid-second-millennium Peru. (KP) #37.4.48
Miatello, Luca. The values in the opening section of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus.
Physis—Rivista Internazionale di Storia della Scienza. Nuova Serie 44 (2) (2007), 327–347.
An analysis of the algorithms behind the values of the so-called 2=n table at the beginning
of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus. (DJM) #37.4.49
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Corcoran, John. Aristotle’s demonstrative logic. History and Philosophy of Logic 30 (1)
(2009), 1–20. An expository paper summarizing Corcoran’s work on Aristotle’s Prior Ana-
lytics. See the review by Paul Thom in Mathematical Reviews 2488682 (2009m:03003).
(DJM) #37.4.50
Hecht, Hartmut. See #37.4.53.
Karasmanis, Vassilis. The geometrical method of Hippocrates of Chios. Neusis 15
(2006), 110–122, 220. Argues that Hippocrates of Chios was the first Greek geometer to
apply the proof technique called ‘apagoge’, and that this method is referred to by Plato
in the Meno. (DJM) #37.4.51
Meskens, Ad. Reading Diophantos, in #37.4.19, pp. 28–46. The author studies the
transmission of Diophantos’ Arithmetika and the various readings and interpretations that
have been given to it, especially during the Renaissance and the 17th century.
(DJM) #37.4.52
Rashed, Roshdi. Le concept de tangente dans les Coniques d’Apollonius [The concept of
tangents in the Conics of Apollonius], in Hecht, Hartmut et al., eds., Kosmos und Zahl.
Beiträge zur Mathematik- und Astronomiegeschichte, zu Alexander von Humboldt und Leib-
niz (Boethius. Texte und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathematik und der Naturwis-
senschaften 58) (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2008), pp. 365–375. Discusses
Apollonius’ groundbreaking analysis of the characteristics of tangent lines to an entire class
of curves, the conic sections. See the review by H. Guggenheimer in Zentralblatt MATH
1184.01007. (KP) #37.4.53
See also #37.4.66Middle ages
Biard, Joël; and Rommevaux, Sabine, eds. Mathématiques et théorie du mouvement
(XIVe – XVIe siècles) [Mathematics and the Theory of Motion (14th to 16th Centuries)],
Villeneuve d Ascq: Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, 2008, 190 pp. A collection of
essays on the origins and reception of Bradwardine’s rule of motion. See the review by
W.R. Laird in Historia Mathematica 37 (2) (2010), 305–308. (DJM) #37.4.54
Borrelli, Arianna. Aspects of the Astrolabe: ‘Architectonica Ratio’ in Tenth- and Eleventh-
century Europe, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2008, 272 pp. The author studies the arri-
val, dissemination and use of the astrolabe in Latin Europe in the 10th and 11th centuries.
One point raised is that early texts may reflect previous knowledge that had traveled by
non-textual means and so the textual record remains incomplete. See the review by Glen
Van Brummelen in Historia Mathematica 37 (1) (2010), 118–120. (DJM) #37.4.55
Colomer, Josep. See #37.4.65.
Dutilh Novaes, Catarina. Logic in the 14th century after Ockham, in #37.4.58,
pp. 433–504. #37.4.56
Furlan, Francesco. In margine all’edizione degli Ex ludis rerum mathematicarum: Ossia
osservazioni e note per l’edizione di un testo scientifico e delle sue figure [Marginalia to an
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 733edition of Ex ludis rerum mathematicarum: Observations and notes for the publication of a
scientific text and its figures]. Revue d’Histoire des Sciences 59 (2) (2006), 197–217. This arti-
cle discusses the philological problems posed by Leon Battista Alberti’s Ex ludis rerum
mathematicarum in no. 6 (on the measurement of the height of a tower of which only the
top is visible) and in no. 17 (on the measurement of “any large distance”). It also analyzes
Alberti’s technico-scientific works, in particular the De re ædificatoria, the Descriptio urbis
Romæ and the De statua and his classical and medieval sources. (LM) #37.4.57
Gabbay, Dov M.; and Woods, John, eds. Handbook of the History of Logic. Vol. 2. Medi-
aeval and Renaissance Logic (Handbook of the History of Logic, 2), Amsterdam: Elsevier/
North-Holland, 2008, x+716 pp. Volume 2 of the Handbook of the History of Logic series
contains 13 extensive chapters written by leading scholars. The entries are listed separately
as: #37.4.56; #37.4.60; #37.4.61; #37.4.63; #37.4.64; #37.4.66; #37.4.67; #37.4.69; #37.4.72;
#37.4.73; #37.4.74; #37.4.81; and #37.4.89. See the review by Paul Thom in Mathematical
Reviews 1500107 (2010f:03004). (DJM) #37.4.58
Høyrup, Jens. What did the abbacus teachers aim at when they (sometimes) ended up
doing mathematics? An investigation of the incentives and norms of a distinct mathemat-
ical practice, in #37.4.19, pp. 47–75. The author investigates some abbacus texts and teach-
ers, arguing that geometry and algebra served different purposes. While geometry
instruction aimed at being practical, some of the exploration of formal algebraic operations
implied a theoretical end, and an interest in the expansion of algebra without regard to
practical computation. (DJM) #37.4.59
Klima, Gyula. The nominalist semantics of Ockham and Buridan: A “rational recon-
struction”, in #37.4.58, pp. 389–431. #37.4.60
Knuuttila, Simo. Medieval modal theories and modal logic, in #37.4.58, pp. 505–
578. #37.4.61
Kranz, Horst; and Oberschelp, Walter. Mechanisches Memorieren und Chiffrieren um
1430 [Mechanical Recording and Enciphering Around 1430]. Johannes Fontana’s Tracta-
tus de instrumentis artis memorie (Boethius: Texte und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der
Mathematik und der Naturwissenschaften 59), Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2009, 167
pp. A critical edition with German translation of the Tractatus de instrumentis artis mem-
orie of Johannes Fontana (ca. 1390–ca. 1455). The text, written in code, describes a collec-
tion of twelve instruments that Fontana claims can be used as memory aids. The authors
argue, however, that at least some of the instruments have cryptographic uses and, in
particular, provide evidence of Viginère polyalphabetic codes 150 years before Viginère
published his system. See the review by Jan P. Hogendijk in MR2531390 (2010f:01006).
(DJM) #37.4.62
Lagerlund, Henrik. The assimilation of Aristotelian and Arabic logic up to the later thir-
teenth century, in #37.4.58, pp. 281–346. #37.4.63
Lecq, Ria van der. Logic and theories of meaning in the late 13th and early 14th century
including the modistae, in #37.4.58, pp. 347–388. #37.4.64
Lorrey, Haidee. See #37.4.65.
McLean, Ian; Lorrey, Haidee; and Colomer, Josep. Voting in the medieval papacy and
religious orders, in Torra, Vicenc et al., eds., Modeling Decisions for Artificial Intelligence.
734 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–7514th International Conference, MDAI 2007, Kitakyushu, Japan, August 16–18, 2007 (Lec-
ture Notes in Computer Science 4617) (Berlin: Springer, 2007), pp. 30–44. The authors argue
that the differences in approach to voting taken by Ramon Llull (ca. 1232–1316) and
Nicolaus of Cusa (1401–1464) reflect a difference in interpretation of voting as representing
an aggregation of judgements (Llull) or interests (Cusanus). (DJM) #37.4.65
Marenbon, John. The Latin tradition of logic to 1100, in #37.4.58, pp. 1–63.
#37.4.66
Marenbon, John. Logic at the turn of the twelfth century, in #37.4.58, pp. 65–81.
#37.4.67
Meusnier, Norbert. À propos d’une controverse au sujet de l’interprétation d’un
théorème “probabiliste” de Nicole Oresme [Controversy in case of the interpretation of a
probabilistic theorem of Nicole Oresme]. Electronic Journal for History of Probability
and Statistics/Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 3 (1)
(2007), Article 5, 5 pp., electronic only. The author discusses a controversy between himself
and Mr. Grant about the interpretation of a probabilistic theorem of Nicole Oresme.
(LM) #37.4.68
Oberschelp, Walter. See #37.4.62.
Parsons, Terence. The development of supposition theory in the later 12th through 14th
centuries, in #37.4.58, pp. 157–280. #37.4.69
Rommevaux, Sabine. See #37.4.54.
Uckelman, Sara L. Logic and the condemnations of 1277. Journal of Philosophical Logic
39 (2) (2010), 201–227. This article investigates the effect that ecclesiastical actions such as
condemnations and prohibitions to teach had on the development of logic in the Middle
Ages focusing on the events that led to the 1277 condemnations. (LM) #37.4.70
Vengeon, Frédéric. Mathématiques, creation et humanisme chez Nicolas de Cues
[Mathematics, creation and humanism in Nicholas of Cusa]. Revue d’Histoire des Sciences
59 (2) (2006), 219–243. This article discusses the status of mathematics in Nicholas of
Cusa’s works. (LM) #37.4.71
Wilks, Ian. Peter Abelard and his contemporaries, in #37.4.58, pp. 83–156. #37.4.72
Woods, John. See #37.4.58.
Yrjönsuuri, Mikko. Treatments of the paradoxes of self-reference, in #37.4.58, pp. 579–
608. #37.4.73Renaissance
Ashworth, Developments in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in #37.4.58, pp. 609–
643. #37.4.74
Caye, Pierre. Scientia sine arte nihil est . . .: architecture et mathématiques palladiennes.
II [Scientia sine arte nihil est . . .: Palladian architecture and mathematics. II]. Revue d’His-
toire des Sciences 59 (2) (2006), 245–263. This article discusses the relations between art,
namely architecture, and mathematics during the Renaissance. It examines the influence
which architecture, in its use of mathematics, exerted on the very constitution of mathemat-
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 735ics and the role Renaissance architecture played. This article is the follow-up to: L’architec-
ture est un art de la mesure exacte. Architecture et mathématiques palladiennes. I, in
Hugues Dufourt, Jean-Marie Fauquet and Francois Hurard, eds., L’Esprit de la musique
(Paris: Klincksieck, 1992), pp. 83–89. (LM) #37.4.75
Folkerts, M. See #37.4.78.
Gebhardt, R. See #37.4.78.
Meixner, A. See #37.4.78.
Naumann, F. See #37.4.78.
Recorde, Robert. The Grounde of Artes, Mickleover: TGR Renascent Books, 2009,
x+154 pp. A facsimile reprint of the 1543 First Edition of Robert Recorde’s famous book.
The very clean reprint is accompanied by a brief (modern) introduction detailing some of
the contents, significance and publication history of the work. (DJM) #37.4.76
Swerdlow, N.M. The lunar theories of Tycho Brahe and Christian Longomontanus in
the Progymnasmata and Astronomia Danica. Annals of Science 66 (1) (2009), 5–58. Swerd-
low provides a detailed and technical analysis of the development of Tycho Brahe’s lunar
theory from its essentially Copernican early stages, to the complex inclusion of new lunar
anomalies in the Progymnasmata (1602) and the important computations and revisions
included in the Astronomia Danica (1622) by Brahe’s assistant Longomontanus. See the
review by Owen Gingerich in Mathematical Reviews 2495146 (2010d:01005). (DJM)
#37.4.77
Weidauer, M. See #37.4.78.
Wußing, Hans. Adam Ries [in German]. With an updated appendix with contributions
by M. Folkerts, R. Gebhardt, A. Meixner, F. Naumann, M. Weidauer, and H. Wußing. 3rd,
revised and expanded ed. Leipzig: Edition am Gutenbergplatz Leipzig (EAGLE), 2009, 183
pp. The third edition of this study of the life and work of the 16th-century German math-
ematician (whose previous editions were reviewed in Zentralblatt MATH 0711.01041 and
Zentralblatt MATH 0762.01017) includes a new introduction and supplementary biograph-
ical and bibliographical material. See the review by Ülo Lumiste in Zentralblatt MATH
1178.01065. (KP) #37.4.78
See also #37.4.31; #37.4.52; and #37.4.58.17th century
Barbin, Evelyne. The notion of magnitude in teaching: The “New Elements” of Arnauld
and his inheritance. International Journal for the History of Mathematics Education 4 (2)
(2009), 1–18. Comparison of Euclid’s concept of magnitude with that of Descartes as devel-
oped by Arnauld (1667). An examination of the concept in school texts into the 20th cen-
tury shows most have followed Arnauld. (CB) #37.4.79
Beeley, Philip; and Scriba, Christoph J. Disputed Glory. John Wallis and some questions
of precedence in seventeenth-century mathematics, in Hecht, Hartmut et al., eds., Kosmos
und Zahl. Beiträge zur Mathematik- und Astronomiegeschichte, zu Alexander von Humboldt
und Leibniz (Boethius. Texte und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathematik und der
736 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751Naturwissenschaften 58) (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2008), pp. 275–299. The authors
investigate whether Wallis had access to Mersenne’s account of Roberval’s rectification
of the Archimedian spiral before publishing his own results (probably not), and his dispute
with Huygens over whether Heuraet or Neile deserved credit for rectification of the semi-
cubical parabola. See the review by Charlotte Wahl in Zentralblatt MATH 1184.01013.
(DJM) #37.4.80
Dvorˇák, Petr. Relational logic of Juan Caramuel, in #37.4.58, pp. 645–665. #37.4.81
Goldstein, Catherine. L’arithmétique de Pierre Fermat dans le contexte de la correspon-
dance de mersenne: une approche microsociale [The arithmetics of Pierre Fermat in the
context of the Mersenne correspondence: A microsocial approach]. Annales de la Faculté
des Sciences de Toulouse (6) 18 (2009), 25–57. The author traces the development of Fermat
as a mathematician by a careful study of the correspondence between Fermat and Mers-
enne. See the review by H. Guggenheimer in Zentralblatt MATH 1177.01013. (LD)
#37.4.82
Guicciardini, Niccolò. Isaac Newton on Mathematical Certainty and Method (Transfor-
mations: Studies in the History of Science and Technology), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2009, xxviii+422 pp. This book examines Isaac Newton’s philosophy of mathematics. It dis-
cusses Newton’s ideas on method in particular relation to the issue of certainty, analyzing
the full range of Newton’s works from his early treatises on series and fluxions to the late
writings. (LM) #37.4.83
Maat, Jaap. The status of logic in the seventeenth century, in: Löwe, Benedikt et al., eds.
Foundations of the Formal Sciences IV. The History of the Concept of the Formal Sciences.
Papers of the 4th Conference, FotFS IV, Bonn, Germany, February 14–17, 2003 (Studies in
Logic (London) 3) (London: King’s College Publications, 2006), pp. 157–167. The author
seeks to explain the dramatic decline in the status of logic during the 17th century.
(DJM) #37.4.84
Meusnier, Norbert. Fermat et les prémices d’une mathématisation du hasard [Fermat
and the first mathematization of gambling]. Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse
18 (2009), 87–118. The author gives a detailed analysis of the correspondence between Fer-
mat and Pascal concerning games of chance. See the review by O.B. Cheinine in Zentralblatt
MATH 1178.01012. (LD) #37.4.85
Nápoles Valdes, Juan E. De Leibniz a D‘Alembert: Diez problemas que marcaron un
siglo [From Leibniz to d’Alembert: Ten problems that marked a century]. Boletı´n de Mate-
máticas. (Nueva Serie) 15 (2) (2008), 130–161. Presents a collection of ten problems whose
solutions allowed the emergence of the theory of ordinary differential equations as a coher-
ent and independent branch of calculus. (DJM) #37.4.86
Rohrbasser, Jean-Marc. Süssmilch lecteur de Petty. Arithmétique politique et théologie
naturelle [Süssmilch as reader of Petty. Political arithmetic and natural theology]. Electronic
Journal for History of Probability and Statistics/Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Proba-
bilités et de la Statistique 1 (5) (2008), Article 5, 20 pp., electronic only. This article discusses
Johann Peter Süssmilch’s analysis of William Petty’s work on political arithmetic and com-
pares the arguments of the two scientists. (LM) #37.4.87
Scriba, Christoph J. See #37.4.80.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 737Spranzi, Martha. Galileo’s “Dialogue on the two chief world systems”: Rhetoric and
dialogue. Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 55 (154) (2005), 97–114. The
author considers the literary structure of Galileo’s “Dialogue on the two chief world sys-
tems” and its relationship to the scientific argument of the work. In particular, the author
examines the interaction between rhetoric, dialectic and science. See the review by Teun
Koetsier in Zentralblatt MATH 1177.01016. (LD) #37.4.88
Wahl, Russell. Port Royal: The stirrings of modernity, in #37.4.58, pp. 667–699.
#37.4.89
See also #37.4.13; #37.4.41; and #37.4.52.18th century
Craik, Alex D.D.; and Roberts, Alonso D. Mathematics teaching, teachers and students
at St. Andrews University, 1765–1858, in: Feingold, M., History of Universities 24 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2009), pp. 206–279. The authors explain the status of mathematics
at St. Andrews University between mid-18th and mid-19th centuries, what was taught and
how, and describe the careers of some of the mathematics teachers and their students.
(DJM) #37.4.90
Hsu, Leetsch Charles. See #37.4.96.
Neumann, Olaf. Algebra und Zahlentheorie bei Leonhard Euler [Algebra and number
theory in Leonhard Euler]. Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg 27
(2008), 49–66. This paper is based on a lecture given by Neumann for the 300th anniversary
of the birth of Euler. He discusses contributions of Euler in algebra and number theory.
This includes Euler’s work in solving algebraic equations with the help of cyclotomic equa-
tions, the n ¼ 3 case of Fermat’s Last Theorem, the demonstration that the Fermat number
F 5 is not prime, and the factorizations of expressions such as a2 þ b2. See the review by
Rüdiger Thiele in Zentralblatt MATH 1175.01083. (LD) #37.4.91
Roberts, Alonso D. See #37.4.90.
Rothman, Patricia. William Jones and his circle: The man who invented the concept of
pi. History Today 59 (2009), 24–30. The first person to use the symbol p in print with the
meaning of a constant ratio of circumference to diameter of a circle was William Jones
(1675–1749) in his Synopsis Palmariorum Matheseos of 1706. The article describes Jones’
life and his (professional) circle. (DJM) #37.4.92
Schubring, Gert. The way from the combinatorial school to the reception of the Weier-
strassian analysis, in Brizzi, G.P.; and Tavoni, M.G., eds., Dalla pecia all’e-book. Libri per
l’università: Stampa, editoria, circolazione e lettura. Atti del convegno internazionale di studi.
Bologna, 21–25 ottobre 2008 (Bologna: CLUEB, 2009), pp. 431–442. An exploration of the
teaching of analysis in German universities and the production of German textbooks,
including a comparison of Germany with Britain, Italy and France from the 1680s to
1830. (DJM) #37.4.93
Simoson, Andrew. Voltaire’s Riddle. Micromégas and the Measure of All Things (The
Dolciani Mathematical Expositions 39), Washington, DC: The Mathematical Association
of America, 2010, xvii+377 pp. This book discusses Voltaire’s “Micromégas” through a
738 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751series of vignettes and chapters on Voltaire’s life and the mathematics connected with prob-
lems from Voltaire’s story. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt MATH
1183.01012. (LM) #37.4.94
Sonar, Thomas. Leonhard Euler – Analysis und Mechanik [Leonhard Euler – analysis
and mechanics]. Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg 27 (2008), 5–22.
The paper considers the work of Euler in analysis and mechanics in light of the develop-
ment of these areas in the 17th and 18th centuries. See the review by Roman Murawski
in Zentralblatt MATH 1177.01023. (LD) #37.4.95
Tang, Zhihua; Xu, Liquan; and Hsu, Leetsch Charles. Early study in which Leonhard
Euler made use of the mathematical analysis to the research of number theory [in Chinese].
Journal of Nanjing Normal University. Natural Science Edition 30 (3) (2007), 34–38.
Describes and illustrates Euler’s attainment of several notable discoveries, such as the
law of quadratic reciprocity, by means of “converting a problem of number theory into
mathematical analysis”. (KP) #37.4.96
Tent, M.B.W. Leonhard Euler and the Bernoullis. Mathematicians from Basel, Wellesley,
MA: AK Peters, 2009, xix+276 pp. This book tells a story about Leonhard Euler and his
interactions with the Bernoulli family. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt
MATH 1174.01008. (LM) #37.4.97
Van de Vijver, Dirk. Tentare licet. The Theresian Academy’s question on the theory of
beams of 1783. Nexus Network Journal 9 (2) (2007), 263–279. This paper discusses a prize
problem posed by the Theresian Academy in the Austrian Netherlands in 1783. The prob-
lem, to develop a theory of an elastic beam resting upon supports at both ends, resulted in
four manuscripts being submitted. The author considers in detail one of the manuscripts,
which was entitled “Tentare licet”. See the review by Franka Miriam Bruckler in Zentralbl-
att MATH 1175.01022. (LD) #37.4.98
Wepster, Steven A. Between Theory and Observations. Tobias Mayer’s Explorations of
Lunar Motion, 1751–1755. (Sources and Studies in the History of Mathematics and Physical
Sciences), New York: Springer, 2010, xiii+243 pp. A study of the lunar theory and tables of
the German mathematician Tobias Mayer (1723–1762), including a comparison of Mayer’s
theory with those of Euler and Clairault. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralbl-
att MATH 1184.01017. (DJM) #37.4.99
Xu, Liquan. See #37.4.96.
See also #37.4.7; #37.4.27; and #37.4.87.19th century
Barile, Margherita; and De Nuccio, Sergio. Lezioni di matematica dagli scritti di Évariste
Galois [Lessons in Mathematics from the Works of Évariste Galois], vol. 2, Part II. With a
preface by Silvio Maracchia. Trieste: Edizioni Goliardiche, 2009, xiv+592 pp. This volume
is the second part of a didactical treatise of lectures in mathematics from the writings of
Evariste Galois. See the review by Ubiratan D’Ambrosio in Zentralblatt MATH
1181.01028. (LM) #37.4.100
Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich. See #37.4.101.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 739Becˇvárˇová, Martina; Becˇvárˇ, Jindrˇich; and Skoda, Jan. Emil Weyr und sein italienischer
Aufenthalt [Emil Weyr and his Italian stay]. Sudhoffs Archiv 92 (1) (2008), 96–113. This arti-
cle discusses the scientific career of the Bohemian mathematician Emil Weyr and the influ-
ence his study tour in Italy in the years 1870–1871, and his contact with the Italian
mathematician Luigi Cremona, had on his work. See the review by Ülo Lumiste in
Zentralblatt MATH 1184.01018. (LM) #37.4.101
Brown, Harvey R.; Myrvold, Wayne; and Uffink, Jos. Boltzmann’s H-theorem, its dis-
contents, and the birth of statistical mechanics. Studies in History and Philosophy of Science.
Part B. Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics 40 (2) (2009), 174–191.
Boltzmann’s equation describing the evolution to equilibrium of a dilute gas met with a ser-
ies of critiques from Loschmidt, Burbury, Culverwell, Jeans, Zermelo, Poincaré, and others.
In this paper the author describes a number of these critiques and details Boltzmann’s
responses. See the review by Lawrence Sklar in Mathematical Reviews 2533178
(2010d:82057). (DJM) #37.4.102
Burns, Robert. See #37.4.105.
Costa Canas, António. Contributos de Gauss para a Geodesia [The contributions of
Gauss to geodesics]. Boletim da Sociedade Portuguesa de Matemática 60 (2009), 67–86.
An analysis of the contributions of Gauss to geodesics in both field-work and theory.
(DJM) #37.4.103
De Nuccio, Sergio. See #37.4.100.
Décaillot, Anne-Marie. Cantor et la France. Correspondance du mathématicien alle-
mand avec les francais à la fin du XIXe siècle [Cantor and France. Correspondence of the
German Mathematician with the French at the End of the 19th Century], Paris: Éditions
Kimé, 2008, 347 pp. This book presents 37 letters written by Georg Cantor during the per-
iod 1886–1896 to a number of French intellectuals including mathematicians Camille
Jordan, Charles Hermite and Henri Poincaré. It also discusses Cantor’s engagement in cre-
ating durable international relations between mathematicians from different countries and
the theological and metaphysical aspects of his works. See the review by Roman Duda in
Zentralblatt MATH 1185.01029. (LM) #37.4.104
Delone, Boris N. The St. Petersburg School of Number Theory. Translated from the
Russian by Robert Burns. (History of Mathematics 26), Providence/London: American
Mathematical Society/London Mathematical Society, 2005, xv+278 pp. A history of
research in number theory at St. Petersburg University in the 19th and 20th centuries, with
emphasis on Chebyshev, Korkin, Zolotarev, Markov, Voronoı, and Vinogradov. The
Russian original was published in 1947. See the review by Lawrence D’Antonio in Historia
Mathematica 37 (1) (2010), 120–124. (DJM) #37.4.105
Edwards, Harold M. Kronecker’s algorithmic mathematics. The Mathematical Intelli-
gencer 31 (2) (2009), 11–14. In this essay version of a lecture presented at “Computability
in Europe 2008”, the author compares Kronecker’s conception of mathematics with the
later conception based on set theory. To illustrate his preference for Kronecker’s approach,
he contrasts Kronecker’s algorithm to construct an integral basis, and Hilbert’s proof of the
existence of an integral basis. (FA) #37.4.106
Fasol, Gerhard Ludwig. See #37.4.107.
740 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751Fasol-Boltzmann, Ilse-Maria; and Fasol, Gerhard Ludwig, eds. Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844–1906): Zum hundertsten Todestag [Ludwig Boltzmann (1844–1906): On the Centenary
of his Death], Berlin: Springer, 2006, xii+196 pp. The book contains essays on Boltzmann
written by his grand-daughter Ilse-Maria Fasol-Boltzmann and her husband Karl Heinz
Fasol, together with a reprint of an essay by Stephen G. Brush and a selection of primary
documents. See the review by Tilman Sauer in Historia Mathematica 37 (2) (2010), 310–311.
(DJM) #37.4.107
Freland, Laurent. See #37.4.119.
Gardies, Jean-Louis. La fin du XIX e siècle au seuil de la théorie des types. Dedekind,
Cantor, Frege, Peano [The end of the 19th century: The beginning of the theory of types],
in #37.4.119, pp. 107–121. Discusses the early theory of sets and types, especially in the
work of Dedekind, Canton, Frege, and Peano. See the review by Siegfried J. Gottwald in
Zentralblatt MATH 1174.01009. (DJM) #37.4.108
Glas, Eduard. A mathematician and a philosopher on the science-likeness of mathemat-
ics: Klein’s and Lakatos’ methodologies compared, in #37.4.19, pp. 174–184. The author
sees Klein’s championing of intuition over rigor as foreshadowing Lakatos’ methodology
in philosophy. (DJM) #37.4.109
Gray, Jeremy J. Nineteenth century analysis as philosophy of mathematics, in #37.4.19,
pp. 138–149. Using the example of 19th century analysis, the author shows how one may
bridge the gap between history and philosophy of mathematics to their mutual advantage.
(DJM) #37.4.110
Howson, Geoffrey. Mathematics, society, and curricula in nineteenth century England.
International Journal for the History of Mathematics Education 5 (1) (2010), 21–51. A com-
prehensive history of mathematics education, from the elementary to university level, in
19th and early 20th century England. The establishment of new schools and curricular
changes, in the social and educational context. (CB) #37.4.111
Huang, Yong. Origin and evolve of tensor [in Chinese]. Mathematics in Practice and
Theory 38 (1) (2008), 169–176. Explores the origin and development of the concept of ten-
sor in mathematical physics in the second half of the 19th century, and textual evidence for
its use. (KP) #37.4.112
Israel, Giorgio. Oltre il mondo inanimato: La storia travagliata della matematizzazione
dei fenomeni biologici e sociali [Beyond the inanimate world: The troubled history of the
mathematization of biological and social phenomena]. Bollettino della Unione Matematica
Italiana. Serie VIII. Sezione B. Articoli di Ricerca Matematica (8) 7 (2) (2004), 275–304.
This article traces the main arguments of the historical development of the mathematiza-
tion of physical phenomena and describes the results obtained and the problems that
remain to be solved. (LM) #37.4.113
Kjeldsen, Tinne Hoff. Egg-forms and measure-bodies: Different mathematical practices
in the early history of the modern theory of convexity. Science in Context 22 (1) (2009), 85–
113. The author analyzes the different approaches taken to the study of convexity by Karl
Hermann Brunn (1862–1939) and Hermann Minkowski (1864–1909) and why Minkowski’s
approach was more fruitful, arguing that the key lay in their different “epistemic configu-
rations”. (DJM) #37.4.114
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 724–751 741Kurz, Christopher A.N. Mental arithmetic and conceptual understanding: The pedagog-
ical struggle for the deaf in the late nineteenth century. International Journal for the History
of Mathematics Education 4 (1) (2009), 91–105. The late 19th century discussion in the US
of what, why, and how to teach mathematics to the deaf, with much centered on “mental
arithmetic”. (CB) #37.4.115
Labbé, Morgane. L’arithmétique politique en Allemagne au début du 19e siècle: récep-
tions et polémiques [Political arithmetic in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury: Reception and debates]. Electronic Journal for History of Probability and Statistics/
Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 4 (1) (2008), 23 pp.
The author investigates the evolving status of political arithmetic and statistics in early
19th century Germany from early disdain through later acceptance in mortality calcula-
tions after the establishment of state statistical offices. See the review by Pierre Crépel in
Mathematical Reviews 2424578 (2010c:62007). (DJM) #37.4.116
Lemmermeyer, Franz. Jacobi and Kummer’s ideal numbers. Abhandlungen aus dem
Mathematischen Seminar der Universität Hamburg 79 (2) (2009), 165–187. This paper exam-
ines the concept of ideal numbers as developed by Kummer and the role of Jacobi’s work in
that development. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt MATH 1178.01020.
(LD) #37.4.117
Leone, M. See #37.4.121.
Maracchia, Silvio. See #37.4.100.
Martin-Pliego, Francisco Javier; and Santos Del Cerro, Jesus. A historical approach to
statistics teaching in Spain. Electronic Journal for History of Probability and Statistics/Jour-
nal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 2 (2) (2006), Article 9, 13 pp.,
electronic only. This article analyzes the history of statistical education in Spain considering
primary, secondary and tertiary levels. (LM) #37.4.118
Mauersberger, K. See #37.4.130.
Moon, F.C. See #37.4.130.
Myrvold, Wayne. See #37.4.102.
Padovani, Flavia. See #37.4.119.
Pont, Jean-Claude; Freland, Laurent; Padovani, Flavia; and Slavinskaia, Lilia, eds. Pour
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